
Read a book 
with chapters

Play “Double 
Double” 

(directions on 
back)

Read with a 
flashlight

Practice your 
math facts by 

using flash 
cards

Practice your 
math facts in 

the car

Log on to 
mobymax.com
for 10 minutes

Read in the 
bathtub (no 

water!)

Read a picture 
book

Read in bed Play a reading 
game like 
Scrabble, 

Boggle, or a 
crossword 

puzzle

Play “Plus 1 
and 2” 

(directions on 
back)

Make a fact
family 

butterfly 
(example on 

back)

Play “Minus 1 
and 2”

(directions on 
back)

Read to a 
stuffed animal

Complete the 
activity at 

tinyurl.com/ 
2mathgame1

Read under a 
piece of 
furniture

Name: ____________________ Week of 8/29-9/2

Math and Reading Homework Choice Board
Directions: Make TWO Four-in-a-Rows by completing four 
activities left to right, top to bottom, or diagonally. You will have to 
do it twice to get two four in a rows! For each box you complete, 
have your parent sign and date it. All homework choice boards are 
due on Friday.



Math Game Directions

Plus 1 and 2 
Use your number cards to practice plus one and two facts. Place 
the cards in a stack. Turn over the top card and quickly tell the plus 
one fact. For example, if you turn over a 5, say “5 + 1 = 6.” Repeat 
for all the cards. Play again and tell the plus 2 facts. Label a T-chart 
with Plus 1 and Plus 2. Record 10 equations for each. 

Minus 1 and 2 
Use your number cards to practice minus one and two facts. Place 
the cards in a stack. Turn over the top card and quickly tell the 
minus one fact. For example, if you turn over a 5, say “5 - 1 = 4.” 
Repeat for all the cards. Play again and tell the minus 2 facts. Label 
a T-chart with Minus 1 and Minus 2. Record 10 equations for each. 

Double Double
Use your number cards to practice doubles facts. Place the cards in 
a stack. Turn over the top card and quickly tell the doubles fact. 
For example, if you turn over a 3, say “3 + 3 = 6.” Then record the 
doubles equation. Repeat for all the cards. Record at least 10 
equations. 

Fact Family Butterfly
Choose three numbers that make a fact family, and use the example 
below to make a butterfly with a fact in each part of the wing. The 
original three numbers should be written on the body of the 
butterfly.


